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Abstract 

Containers for the transportation of hazardous and radioactive materials incorporate redwood in 
impact limiters. Redwood is an excellent energy absorber, but only the most rudimentary 
information exists on its crush properties. The objectives of the study were to fill the 
information gap by collecting triaxial load-deformation data for redwood; to use these data to 
characterize redwood crush, assess current wood failure theories, provide developments toward a 
complete stress-strain theory for redwood; and to review the literature on strain-rate effects on 
redwood crush performance. The load-deformation responses of redwood at temperature 
conditions corresponding to ambient (70"F), 150"F, and -20°F conditions were measured in 
approximately 100 confined compression tests for crush levels leading to material densification. 
Data analysis provided a more complete description of redwood crush performance and a basis 
for assessing proposed general orthotropic stress-strain relationships for redwood. A review of 
existing literature indicated that strain-rate effects cause at most a 20 percent increase in crush 
stress parallel to grain. 

* This work was conducted at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in Madison, WI supported by Sandia National 
Laboratories under Sandia Contract 66- 1924 and the US Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC04-94 
AL8.5000. 
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1 Introduction 

Containers for the transportation of hazardous and radioactive materials incorporate redwood in 
impact limiters. Redwood is an excellent energy absorber, but only the most rudimentary 
information exists on its crush properties. The stress-strain interrelationship for any wood 
species subject to three-dimensional stresses is largely unknown and wood behavior at both high 
strains and high strain-rates is known only in general terms. Both stress-strain and crush failure 
theories have been developed based only on uniaxial load tests. The anisotropy of wood adds an 
additional complexity to measuring wood response and developing suitable theories to describe it. 
A long history of wood utilization in the building industry has led to design procedures and 

property information related to simple uniaxial loadings that do not inflict damage to the wood. 
This lack of knowledge may be surprising for a material that has a long history of engineered use, 
but the result is difficulty in utilizing wood in more sophisticated designs such as impact limiters. 

Two approaches have been used in the past 30 years to model the stress-strain response of 
wood'. The first approach directly models the cellular wood microstructure with various types 
of isotropic elements. This type of approach has been examined from several research 
perspectives, but has never been widely applied. The second and more common approach is to 
assume wood material is a continuum and to apply the principles of orthotropic linear, elasticity 
(Hooke's Law). It is widely accepted that the assumptions of orthotropy and continuum are 
approximations for wood. Never-the-less, this approach has been repeatedly adopted without 
substantial verification for at least 80 years. 

No constitutive theory exists for wood materials stressed beyond the linear stress-strain 
response range; thus no stress-strain or failure model is available for designing for wood 
crush in impact limiters. Different failure models of theoretical or empirical origins have been 
developed over the years to identify stress states at the onset of crush failure, but no theory has 
even been proposed to compute stress-strain states past the linear and assumed elastic range. 
The interactions of multiaxial stresses beyond material linearity are completely unknown. 

The objectives of this research program were to: 
1. 
2. 

collect triaxial load-deformation data for redwood, 
analyze the collected crush data so that the authors could: 
a) 

b) 

review the state-of-the-art on strain rate effects on wood crush performance. 

assess the ability of available crush and failure models to accurately predict wood 
performance, 
provide developments toward establishing a large-deformation stress-strain model 
for redwood, 

3 .  

Triaxial tests of 4 inch redwood cubes were conducted at ambient (approximately 70"F), 150" F 
and -20" F conditions. These conditions will be called ambient, hot, and coZd conditions 
respectively throughout this report. The tests consisted of applying vertical load to each 
redwood cube confined in an instrumented, steel box. The load was applied using two 
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displacement rates, one to capture linear behavior and one for the crush range. Loads were 
applied to the onset of densification. Lateral loads and deformations resulting from the 
restrained lateral expansion of the redwood cube were measured, General fiber (grain) orientation 
with respect to the applied vertical load was controlled and varied from 0 to 90 degrees in 
predetermined increments. 

Specimens were prepared according to a developed procedure2 such that a minimum of 4 
replicates had the same target grain orientation with respect to the active loading direction. Figure 
1 shows the material axes system for wood. The longitudinal direction corresponds to the 
parallel-to-grain direction and the radial and tangential directions correspond to perpendicular-to- 
grain directions. The redwood specimens consisted of 4 inch cubes in which the grain orientation 
was targeted to a value between 0 and 90 degrees as shown in Table 1. A minimum of 4 
replicates were required by the test procedure and in several cases five replicates were tested. 

Figure 1. Radial, Tangential, and Longitudinal Axes System for Wood Materials 
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Table 1. Replicates Tested for Target Grain Angles 

Target Surface Grain Ambient 
Angle Condition Test 
degrees Specimens 

0 5 

5 - T Face 5 

150" F Test -20" F Test 
Specimens Specimens 

5 4 

4 4 

10-TFace I 4 

30 - T Face 4 

4 4 

4 4 

90 4 4 6 

5-RFace I 4 I 4 I 4 

10-RFace I 5 4 4 

. 30-RFace I 5 I 4 I 4 

Tests Conducted=> I 36 I 33 I 34 

Each test consisted of application of vertical load on a 4-inch redwood cube confined by very 
rigid side plates of steel. The vertical load was applied at two quasi-static displacement rates of 
0.014 inches per minute for the first 10 minutes of the test and 0.263 inches per minute thereafter 
until the onset of material densification. As shown in the cut-away view in Fig. 2, the side plates 
of steel were restrained from movement by a 24-inch steel ring that encompassed the wood cube 
and side plates. The side plates were instrumented such that the expansion and resultant lateral 
loads were measured. The complete test device was placed in a convection oven for the hot tests 
and a freezer for the cold tests. The test specimens were conditioned to a uniform moisture 
content of approximately 14% before testing, but no special humidity controls were employed 
within the test chamber. 
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Figure 2. Triaxial Redwood Test Device 
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2 Parameters That Influence Redwood Crush 

This study has examined several key properties that are known to influence the crush behavior of 
redwood. These properties are identiGed and defined here. 

Specific Gravity (SG): Specific gravity is the mass of the oven dry redwood cube divided by 
the mass of water occupying the original, undeformed volume at the time of the test. This 
property is widely used as a general index of wood quality and other wood properties. Use of 
specific gravity is preferred in this study over density because density combines both moisture 
content and specific gravity. It was not feasible to obtain nearly 100 test specimens with the 
same specific gravity. Therefore, specific gravity was allowed to vary. Specific gravity for the 
redwood tested in this study was measured and ranged from 0.29 to 0.45. 

Growth Rings per Inch (Rings): The number of growth rings per inch was measured and found 
to have a significant correlation with specific gravity (3 = 0.75). Although growth ring count is 
not always a reliable indicator of specific gravity, we hypothesized that the number of growth 
rings per inch in some situations may be a better predictor of crush behavior than specific gravity 
because growth ring count better reflects the actual differences in specimen microstructure within 
the redwood species than specific gravity. For two specimens with like specific gravities and 
moisture and temperature conditions, our data shows the one with a greater number of rings per 
inch will have a higher crush strength. Ring count ranged from 2 to 24 growth rings per inch. 

Grain angle (e, y, 9): The angle between load application and grain direction is known to 
strongly influence mechanical behavior of wood specimens because of the assumed orthotropy of 
the material. This was a primary variable in the test program as indicated in Table 1. Grain 
angles were measured as previously described3 on each side-grain surface of the cubical wood 
specimens and represent the general orientation of individual wood fibers. Surface angles were 
defined as Theta and Gamma, with Theta corresponding to the angle on the 1-3 face and Gamma 
to the 2-3 face. These surface angles represent components of the three-dimensional grain angle 
called Phi. Figure 3 shows the surface and space angles on a typical redwood specimen. The 
angle of the growth rings on the surfaces (not shown in Fig. 3) must be considered in addition to 
the surface angles to establish the radial and tangential directions. 
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Figure 3. Surface Angles,B and y, and Space Angle, +, Representing the Grain Angle 

Temperature and Moisture Content: Mechanical properties of wood are strongly influenced 
by both temperature and moisture content (MC), but in application the two conditions are often 
interrelated. The combination of relative humidity and temperature determines the equilibrium 
moisture content of the wood and, in practice, relative humidity usually changes with 
temperature. In general, the mechanical properties of wood decrease when heated and increase 
when cooled4. These changes are diminished as the wood approaches 0 percent moisture content. 
Temperature-induced changes in mechanical properties are considered reversible below 21 0" F 
(1 00" C). At +120" F (+50" C), Uniaxial compressive strength decreases by 10 percent at 0 
percent MC and between 12 and 45 percent MC, the decrease is 25 percent2 At -58" F (-50" C )  
the increases are 20 and 50 percent for 0 percent and 12 to 45 percent MC respectively4. 

As indicated in Table 1, three temperature conditions were included in the investigation. 
Ambient conditions consisted of room temperatures varying in the range of 68 to 72°F. For 
both hot (150°F) and cold (-20°F) tests, specimens were subjected to approximately 24 hours of 
conditioning to achieve constant temperature conditions throughout the specimen. The target 
temperatures were then maintained throughout the test by active heating and cooling. 

All specimens were equilibrated to approximately 13 percent moisture content before testing, but 
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relative humidity was not controlled during testing. 
specimens occurred at the 150" F exposure. At -20" F there were not noticeable changes in 
moisture content from the ambient conditions. In this case, the moisture freezes and is locked in 
the specimen before any significant change in moisture content can occur. 

As expected, substantial drying of the 

Lateral Restraint: As the wood specimens were compressed, they attempted to expand 
laterally. Expansion was restrained by the stiff steel test device ring that encircled the test 
specimen and steel plates positioned on the sides of the specimens. The resulting confinement 
induced triaxial stresses within the wood specimens. 

Test Dependent Factors: Several factors are known to influence the results in a confined 
compressive test of this type. Friction forces will occur on all surfaces where the wood and steel 
surfaces meet. These fiction forces, particularly on the lateral surfaces, will have some influence 
on the load-deformation response of the specimen and the measured crush load. Microscopic and 
macroscopic material asperities on all surfaces of the specimens influence the measured 
deformations' Unfortunately, little has been published from previous test programs on 
quantieing these factors suggesting that they were not considered. As load rate increases, it is 
generally recognized that load-deformation response and crush properties may increase. Our test 
results provided evidence that load rate will influence the crush properties of redwood. 
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3 
Compared to Data From Previous Investigations 

Crush Strength and Specific Energy Parallel to Grain - New Data 

3.1 Definitions 

Investigations by Hill and Joseph6y7 and Von Riesemann and Guess' have reported average crush 
strength and specific energy values for various tests of redwood. These parameters have been 
sometimes defined differently. Key definitions are presented below. 

Nominal Values: Nominal values are those that are not corrected for end and lateral restraint 
effects. These values are presented here for comparison to those published by other 
investigators. Later, we examine the potential significance of the wood-metal interfaces. 

Nominal Crush Strength: Hill and Joseph defined crush strength as the cumulative average 
force divided by the original area6. The cumulative average force was computed as the area under 
the load deformation curve divided by the deflection. Von Riesemann and Guess identified both 
peak crushing stress and cumulative average. The average crush stress was defined as the area 
under the load-deflection diagram divided by the limiting deflection. The limiting deflection or 
crush state is the "bottoming point" which corresponds to the deflection just at the onset of 
material lock-up. When comparing our data to those of other investigators, we employed the 
original investigator's definition of crush strength. Later in th is  report, the nominal average crush 
strength is defined to be the average applied stress the specimen can resist between 10 and 40 
percent crush. The 10 to 40 percent volumetric crush range was in the crush plateau for all 
specimens tested. This new definition is needed because a clearly defined bottoming point is not 
exhibited at high grain angles. 

Nominal Static Specific Energy: This parameter is defined as the energy absorbed per pound 
of material being crushed. The bottoming point is used as a limiting deflection. 

3.2 Average Nominal Crush Strength and Specific Energy - Previous Studies and New 
Data 

Hill and Joseph collected some of the first data on crush behavior of wood6y7. Table 2 shows 
some of their data and the new data in a comparable format. Percent crush for the UW data is 
based on volumetric crush which is nearly equal to percent crush based on the active deflection 
only. Although the specific gravities in each study were comparable, there was a 3 percent 
difference in moisture content. Joseph and Hill used a loading rate of approximately 2 inches of 
displacement per minute, whereas in the current study, rates of 0.014 inches for 10 minutes and 
0.263 inchedmin. thereafter, were used. The UW parallel-to-grain results are consistently 28% 
less than those of Joseph and Hill, and this difference is consistent with the known potential 
effect of loading rate and the difference in specimen moisture contents4. General agreement of 
test values is obtained when these corrections are applied. The UW perpendicular-to-grain results 
at 20 percent volumetric crush are over 30 percent higher than those of Joseph and Hill. This 
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difference is diminished as 60 percent crush is approached. The variability of crush strength 
results in each study was comparable. The comparison of specific energy between the two 
studies is similar to the crush strength comparison. These values are shown in Table 3. 

:suits of Joseph and Hill' and 1 

Joseph and Hill' Results 

Cumulative 
Avg. Crush 
Strength, p si 

5,070 

Avg. 
SG )) 
0.33 

Avg. 
MC )> 

10% 

I 5,350 

1 1,090 

Std. 
Deviation, 

psi 

810 

860 

920 
I 

e Univ. of Wisc. Study 

Univ. of Wisconsin Results 

Cumulative Avg. 

= 0.32 

820 
I I 

76 1 Algd.:cl; 1 800 100 

Avg. MC 
= 13% 1 . 8 8 0  110 

180 

Von Riesemann and Guess conducted a redwood crush test program that included extreme 
temperature exposures'. These were penetration type tests as opposed to our tests that loaded 
the complete cross section. Different densities and potentially different moisture contents were 
used in each study making direct comparison difficult. As shown in Table 4, the greatest 
difference is crush strength at ambient (70" F) conditions where the UW results are considerably 
less than those measured by Von Riesemann and Guess. A displacement rate of 0.2 in./min. was 
used for these tests. This rate was higher than the initial displacement rate and slower than the 
second displacement rate used in the UW tests. The difference in peak crush strength can not be 
entirely attributed to differences in displacement rates. 

psi 
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'able 3. Specific Energ! 
Crush Percent 

Direction Crush 

Parallel to 20 
grain 

Perpendicula I 20 

Results of Joseph and Hill5 and the Univ. of Wisc. Study 
rl Joseph and Hill' Results I 

Univ. of Wisco 
Specific Energy, Std. Specific Energy, 

ft-lb/lb Deviatio ft-lb/lb 
n, ft-lbllb 

Avg. SG 
)) 0.33 

Avg. 
MC N 
10% 

6,500 

Avg. MC = 

21,350 2230 15,350 
810 170 Avg. SG 1,060 

= 0.31 
Avg. MC = 

13% 
2,070 290 2,330 

4,410 I 590 I I 4,190 

in Results 
Std. 

Deviation, 
ft-lb/lb 

260 

580 
1,010 
160 

340 

600 

Table 4. Crush Strength and Specific Energy Results of Von Riesemann and Guess6 
md the Univ. of Wisc. Study 
Temp., 
Degree. 
F 

Von Riesemann & Guess6 Results 

Sample Density, Moisture Peak Crush Avg. Crush to Spec. Energy, lb- 
Size lb/cu. ft. Content, YO Stress, psi Bottoming, psi Wlb 

-32 1 20.6 NA 8,150 6,6 10 28,600 
70 8 21.3 NA 6,120 5,3 80 22,800 
+152 3 22.9 NA 6,650 5,040 19,900 

-20 4 26.3 13 7,220 6,720 23,800 
70 5 22.4 13 3,900 3,990 17,100 
+150 5 23.2 4 6,360 5,650 20,400 

University of Wisconsin Parallel to Grain Results 

Much of the variability in results in this study and previous investigations can be attributed to 
variations in specific gravity (SG). Figure 4 shows the relationship between specific gravity and 
maximum crushing strength of green virgin growth redwood tested parallel to grain as gathered by 
Luxford and Marqwardtg and data obtained in this study. The trend of the new data roughly 
parallels that obtained by Luxford and Markwardtg. 

It is obvious from Fig. 4, as moisture content decreases, crush strength increases. Note that any 
degrade caused by the 150" F temperature exposure is more than offset by the resulting property 
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increase caused by decrease in moisture content. The -20" F data shows a clear increase in peak 
crush strength over that of ambient. 

Figure 4. Relationship of Peak Crush Stress to Specific Gravity 
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I 4 Correlation of Parameters on Crush Strength 
j 

The influence of variations of parameters such as grain angle and specific gravity on crush 
strength was studied. Crush strength was defined as the average nominal crush strength from 10 
to 40 percent volumetric strain as discussed in Section 3. This range is consistent and 
comparable between specimens at all grain angles, specific gravities and temperatures. 

Table 5 shows computed correlation coefficients for different parameters on crush strength for 
different combinations of data. Low correlation’s result from either insuEcient variation of the 
parameter or as a result of a general lack of correlation. Traditional knowledge of wood science 
suggests that the correlation’s of crush strength with MC, angle between load and grain direction 
(Phi), and temperature (Temp.) should be negative. Crush strength should increase with a 
decrease in these values. Existing knowledge also suggests the correlation of crush with specific 
gravity (SG) and growth rings per inch (Rings) should be positive. Strong positive correlation’s 
of crush strength with specific gravity and rings per inch are shown in Table 5 and there is some 
evidence that the correlation of crush with rings per inch is stronger than with specific gravity. 
Moisture content correlates well with crush strength primarily in the data set combining ambient 
and hot data where a significant variation in moisture content occurred. Temperature correlated 
well with crush strength in the ambient-cold combined data set, but the effect of moisture content 
overshadowed any influence of temperature in the combined ambient-hot data set. The influence 
of small grain angle variations within each grain angle target category held no significant 
correlation with crush strength. The one exception to this occurred in the 90 degree Hot data set, 
where the correlation was coincidental because the Phi angles were all within one degree. 
Generally the listed parameters show stronger correlation with crush strength parallel to grain 
than with crush strength perpendicular to grain. 

Table 5. Correlation Coefficients between Crush Strength andother Parameters for Parallel and 
Perpendicular-to-Grain Data Sets. Shaded Cells Serve to Accentuate the Unshaded, Significant 
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5 The Effect of Specific Gravity, Moisture Content, and Ring 
Count on Crush Strength 

Figure 5 shows average crush strength for 10 to 40 percent volumetric crush plotted against 
average grain angle (Phi) for each specimen tested. Considerable variability in crush was 
experienced because specific gravity, ring count, moisture content and temperature all play a role 
in addition to the Phi in determining crush strength. These parameters were measured, however, 
and the measurements provide a basis for more precisely defining the separate effect of grain 
angle than shown in Fig. 5. 

Q 

Figure 5. All UW Crush Data Plotted Against Grain Angle (Phi) 

The separate influences of specific gravity, temperature, and moisture content on redwood crush 
stress were found to approximately follow standard adjustments published in the literature for 
parallel-to-grain compressive strength of several wood species. These adjustments are shown in 
Table 6. The literature does not contain adjustments for all conditions examined in this test 
program and thus the literature adjustments were insufficient for adjusting the collected data. 
Consistent with the data measured in this program, the standard adjustments show that the 
decrease in crush stress associated with elevated temperature of 1 50°F is more than offset by an 
increase associated with drying at elevated temperatures. 
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From a statistical view point, this study has not provided sufficient data to rigorously define the 
separate effects of specific gravity, moisture content, and ring count on crush strength to 
generally characterize all redwood material. However, it is obvious fiom an examination of the 
data that strong correlation's with specific gravity, ring count, and moisture content do exist. 
Knowledge of wood science combined with the data collected provides a basis for proposing 
relationships that can be used to interpolate and, in some cases, extrapolate these data to common 
comparison points. Although some of the proposed relationships may be generally valid for all 
redwood, such uses should be approached with great caution because of the small sample size of 
data used to form these relationships. The purpose of these equations is to normalize the data 
collected in this study to standard comparison points. Other equally acceptable means of 
adjusting the data also exist. The literature-based adjustments in Table 6 are recommended for 
general use outside the context of this study. 

Table 6. Standard Adjustments for Crush Stress Parallel to Grainfor Specific gravity, Moisture 
Content, and Temperature 

Parameter Adjustment Source 

Specific 
Gravity 

Crushing strength = 14600 (SG)'.04 Forest Products 
Laboratory 1987 

Moisture 
Content 

For each 1% change in MC fiom 12% adjust 
crush stress by 5% of room temp. crush stress at 
12% MC using the opposite sign. Valid for the 
range of 0% to 2 1 % moisture content. 

Gerhards 1982" 

Temperature For 150°F decrease crush stress at room temp. 
and 12% MC by 30%. 
For -20°F increase crush stress at room temp. and 
12% MC by 40%. 

Gerhards 1982" 

A least-squares regression was conducted to establish coefficients for a linear crush strength 
relationship within each target grain angle data set that depends on specific gravity, moisture 
content and ring count. It is well known that strength properties of wood vary between the fiber 
saturation point and the oven dry condition. Therefore, the difference between fiber saturation 
point and the actual moisture content was used as a parameter rather than moisture content. The 
published fiber saturation point of redwood is 21 percent4. The equations are all of the form 
shown in Eq. 1. 
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Crush = A*SG+B*(FSP-MC) +CXRINGS+D 

Crush = average nominal crush stress from 10 to 40 percent crush, psi, 
SG = specific gravity, 
FSP = fiber saturation point moisture content (2 1 percent for redwood), decimal percent, 
MC = moisture content of redwood samples, decimal percent, 
RINGS = number of growth rings per inch for redwood samples, 
A, B, C, D = Empirical coefficients established fiom regressions with the UW data. 
Table 7 lists the number of samples, the coefficients (A, B, C, and D) associated with target grain 
angle data sets, and the resulting correlation coefficient indicating how well the resulting equation 
fit the data. Average properties are also shown in Table 7. Although the variations in average 
properties are small, direct comparisons of average crush strength between these sets would be 
meaningless without a common basis of comparison. 

The cold tests did not contain sufficient variation of several parameters to define meaningful 
relationships. For these situations, selected parameters were set to zero and least-squares 
regressions were performed with a reduced number of coefficients. As stated earlier, these 
regressions are used to adjust crush strength data to common comparison points. Comparison 
points were chosen near the average condition for each data set tested. Table 8 lists average 
values of the parameters used in the crush equations. The average values are consistent fiom data 
set to data set except for moisture content, which was influenced by test temperature as 
previously explained. 
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Table 8. Average Values of Crush Strength Relationship Parameters for Different Data S 

Data Set Averagehge of Averagehge of Averagehge of 
Specific Gravity Moisture Content Growth Rings per 

Inch 

11 AllData I 0.37 (0.29-0.45) I 11% (2%-16%) I 13.3 (2.3-23.8) 

11 AmbientData I 0.37 (0.29-0.45) I 14%(13%-14%) I 13.6 (2.3-23.8) 

11 150"FData I 0.37(0.30-0.45) I 5%(2%-10%) I 13.9 (2.3-23.8) 

-20" F Data 0.37 (0.29-0.45) 14% (12%-16%) 12.6 (2.3-22.5) 
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6 Effect of Grain Angle on Crush Strength 

6.1 U W  Data Trends and Hankinson's Formula 

Compressive strengths of wood at load-to-grain angles between 0 and 90 degrees have long been 
computed using Hankinson's Formula". This empirical formula is shown in Eq. 2 and offers an 
interpolation between strength at 0 degrees and strength at 90 degrees. Variations of Hankinson's 
formula generally consist of different powers on the sine and cosine terms. A power of 2.0 
corresponds to the original form and is most widely used. The Wood Handbook4 recommends a 
value of 2.5 for wood in compression. 

o+ = 
01 = Parallel-to-grain crush strength, 
o, = Perpendicular-to-grain crush strength, 
# = 

Crush strength at load-to-grain angle, Phi, 

Angle between direction of load application and grain direction. 

Using the relationships presented in Section 5, the data collected in this report were normalized 
to near-average SG-MC-RINGS properties for the data set. The average nominal crush strength 
for each target angle group was the plotted against the average grain angle (Phi) for each group. 
Figure 6 shows the combined ambient and hot data set normalized values plotted against grain 
angle, Phi. These values were established from Eq. 1 using the parameters listed in Table 7. 
Ambienthot redwood specimens where the grain angle occurs on the tangential face consistently 
display higher crush strength in comparison to the same grain angle occurring on the radial face. 
Hankinson's formula (Eq. 2) is also plotted in Figure 6 using the parallel-to-grain and 
perpendicular-to-grain values established from the data relationships. Considering that the 
endpoint values at 0 degrees and 90 degrees were selected to fit the data, the formula does not 
provide a good fit to intermediate data. 

Normalized ambient crush strengths are compared to corresponding hot and cold values in Fig. 7. 
Cold data specimens with 5 or 10 degree grain angles on the radial face showed higher increases 

in average crush strength compared to specimens with grain angles on the tangential face. There 
was insufficient cold data for 30 degree grain angles on the radial face to establish a representative 
value for a specific gravity of 0.36. The values for a specific gravity of 0.33 are shown in Figs. 7 
and 8 but are lower than would be expected for the standard specific gravity of 0.36. 
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Figure 6. U of W Ambient and Hot Data Adjusted With SG-MC-Rings Relationships and 
Hankinson’s Formula (Eq. 2) Using Parallel-to-Grain and Perpendicular-To-Grain Crush 

Values from the Plotted Data 

Normalized cold data are shown in Figure 8. At Phi of 5 and 10 degrees, specimens with the 
grain angle on the radial face displayed higher crush strength values compared to the grain angle 
occurring on the tangential face. The difference was consistent for both 5 and 10 degrees. Of 
most interest, these normalized values were roughly equal or greater than the normalized crush 
strength parallel-to-grain (Phi = 0 degrees). Once again, Hankinson’s formula is also shown with 
0 and 90 degree crush strength values selected to fit the data shown. The formula does not fit the 
intermediate values, but some improvement in fit is achieved with a power of 2.5. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of Crush Strength Between Processed Ambient-Hot and Cold Data. 
T = Grain Angle on the Tangential Face. R = Grain Angle on the Radial face 

Figure 8. U of W Cold Data Adjusted With SG-MC-Rings Relationships and Hankinson's 
Formula Using Parallel-to-Grain and Perpendicular-to-Grain Crush 

Values from the Plotted Data 
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Table 9 lists average ambient, hot, and cold crush strength data for each target grain angle group. 
The hot values were 17 percent stronger than the ambient values on average. As explained 
previously, this indicates that the effect of reduced moisture content more than offset any 
decrease caused by the heating fiom ambient to 150°F. Recent data gathered by the Forest 
Products Lab for southern pine shows that a decrease in moisture content fiom 12 to 4 percent 
results in a 47 percent increase in compressive strength parallel to grain and a 48 percent increase 
in compression strength perpendicular to grainI2. We believe this effect is generally species 
independent. If applied to the redwood data, the 1 50°F exposure alone (without change in MC) 
may decrease compressive strength by 30 percent. 

Combined Combined 
Ambient-Hot Ambient-Hot 

Data Set Data Set 
Crush Strength Crush Strength 

MC=14% MC=5% 
psi psi 

4620 5660 

On average, the cold values displayed a 46 percent increase in average crush strength compared 
to the ambient-hot values. Specimens with grain angles on the radial face showed larger increases 
in strength than those on the tangential face. 

Cold Data 
Set Crush 
Strength 

psi 

6350 

Table 9. Average Crush Strength for Target Grain Angle Groups for SG = 0.36, MC = 14%, and 

Ratio of Hot 
(MC=5%) 
to Ambient 
(MC=l4%) 

psi 

Target 
Angle 
Group 

Ratio of Cold to 
Ambient 

(MC= 14%) 
psi 

0" 
~~ 

4290 5220 

4410 5200 

5" R 6370 

5970 5" T 
~~ 

1.08 

1.24 

1.26 

~ 

10" R 
~ 

1.73 

1.40 

1.44 

10" T 

30" R 

30" T 

90" 

~ 1 :F9!9 4190 3780 1 Gi; 
2940 3690 4230 (SG= 

0.33) 3 

1.23 I 1.37 

1.22 I 1.48 

1.18 . I 1.35 

Avg: 1.17 Avg: 1.46 

6.2 Material Stresses at Crush and the Limitations of Hankinson's Formula 

It is obvious from our observations of crush failure of redwood at non-zero grain angles that shear 
failure plays a significant role in the failure process. Shear strength is not part of Hankinson's 
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formula (Eq. 2). Stresses must be transformed to the material coordinates to study the role of 
shear stress. 

The nominal triaxial stress state imposed by the test device at the onset of crush failure can be 
mathematically transformed from the axis of the test device to the axis of the material orthotropy 
as depicted in two-dimensions in Fig. 9. This transformation is accomplished using Eq. 3, where 
the transformation matrix is shown in Eq. 4. 

Three data subsets (series 300,800, and 700) from the ambient data were studied to examine how 
the measured nominal device stresses transformed to the material axis system. Each set and 
specimens within each set had approximately the same specific gravity, ring count and moisture 
content. 

The transformation matrix, T, was derived as part of this research and is shown in Eq. 4. This 
matrix is limited to ring angles of 0 or 90 degrees. A full transformation matrix without the ring 
angle restriction and proof of its validity was also developed. The unrestricted transformation 
matrix is described by Herman~on'~. For measured surface angles of 0 degrees, 

t 
Figure 9. Transformation of Specimen Stress State to the Axes of the Material 
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the following key identifies the direction system: 

1 Direction = Radial Direction (R) 
2 Direction = Tangential Direction (T) 
3 Direction = Longitudinal Direction (L). 

sin a cos 8 ' sin el 
-sin a cos p + cos sin 8 sin p cos a cos p + sin a sin 8 sin p cos 8 sin p 

sin a sin p t cos p cos asin 8 - cos a sin p t sin a sin 8 cos cos 8 cos p 

where, p=arctan(cose tan$ 
ygrain angle measured on the 2-3 face of the specimen, (see Fig. 3), 
€)=grain angle measured on the 1-3 face of the specimen, 
a= ring angle limited to values of 0 or 90" for Eq. 4. 

For example, stresses before and after transformation for two specimens, C345 and C3 12, are 
shown in Table 10. Compressive stresses are positive. Based upon the measured Gamma and 
Theta, the specimen stresses in the axes of the test device are transformed to the normal and 
shear stresses in the material coordinate system (R, T, L axes). Target grain angles that were 
manufactured to occur on the radial face (such as with Specimen C345) resulted in predominant 
normal and shear stresses in the radial-longitudinal plane and specimens with grain angles on the 
tangential face (such as Specimen C3 12) produced predominant stresses in the tangential- 
longitudinal plane. The different grain angles result in different combinations of triaxial stress in 
the material coordinate system. Nominal stress states in the test device fiame of reference were 
taken fiom the test data as load divided by original area and transformed according to Eq. 3 to 
yield a triaxial stress state in material coordinates. 
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Table 10. Original Device and Transformed Material Stresses for Specimens C345 and C312. 

Figure 10. Stresses in the Material Coordinate Systemat Peak Crush Stress for Ambient Data 
Set 

Figure 10 shows the resulting critical stress combinations that occw with otherwise similar 
specimens possessing grain angles from 0 to 30 degrees on the radial face or the tangential face. 
These points represent the crush initiation failure surface. Complete definition of the crush 
initiation failure surface will provide an alternative to Hankinson's formula. Figure 11 indicates 
that critical stress states are similar when grain angle is low resulting in high longitudinal stresses 
and low shear stresses. As grain angle increases and causes high shear stress, specimens with the 
grain angle on the tangential face are stronger than when the grain angle is on the radial face. 
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Figure. 11 Critical Combinations of Longitudinal and Shear Stresses 
for Ambient data Subset 

Figure 1 1 shows the longitudinal-shear stress plane for the same data subset shown in Fig. 10. 
Figure 1 1 reveals a potentially simple crush failure theory: 

1) longitudinal crush strength (5,500 psi) controls multiaxial crush for all specimens when shear 
stress is less than 400 psi, 
2) from a shear stress of 400 psi to 700 psi in the LR plane and 400 psi to 1250 psi in the LT 
plane, an interaction of longitudinal stress and shear stress defines crush initiation, 
3) a limiting shear stress of 700 psi in the LR plane and 1250 psi in the LT plane will define 
crush initiation. 
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Figure 12. Stresses in the Material Coordinate System at Peak Crush Stress for Cold Data 
Subset 

Figure 13. Critical Combinations of Longitudinal and Shear Stresses for Cold Conditions 
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1. limiting longitudinal stress of 6000 psi, 
2. limiting shear stress in the LR plane of 1100 psi, 
3. limiting shear stress in the LT plane of 1300 psi. 

This potential theory shows that wood becomes more brittle material under cold conditions. The 
different strengths change individually as wood temperature changes fiom ambient to cold 
conditions. 

6.3 Assessment of Leading Strength Failure Theories to Predict Redwood Crush at 
Angles to Grain 

The previous discussion has indicated that Hankinson's Formula provides only a approximate 
prediction of crush stress at non-zero grain angles and that stress states with high shear stresses 
exist at crush for specimens with grain angles as low as 10 degrees. Given these stress states, is 
there a failure theory more sophisticated than Hankinson's Formula that can be used to predict 
crush failure and describe the crush failure surfaces? 

Several different failure theories have been proposed for wood in the last 70 years, but all have 
encountered severe limitations in applicability to wood. Most recent attention has been directed 
to strength polynomial failure theories which are variations on that proposed by Tsai and Wu. 
Liu14 has presented this theory as it applies to wood but without evidence that it predicts wood 
failure. As pointed out by Attaway", this theory has the advantage that established rules on 
transformation, invariance, and symmetry are applicable. Using the notation presented by LiuI4, 
this equation has the form: 

where Fi and Fij are functions of the uniaxial compressive and tensile strengths parallel and 
perpendicular to grain and shear strength parallel to grain. LiuI4 defined F12 such that 
Hankinson's formula is a special case of the strength polynomial theory. F12, however, can take 
on a wide variation of values and the strength polynomial theory will still give roughly similar 
results to Hankinson's formula. This is important considering the inability of Hankinson's 
formula to precisely describe the data collected in this study. 

For simplicity, if we initially consider only the predominant stresses in the LR plane and the LT 
plane as shown in Fig. 1 1, we can use the two-dimensional form of Eq. 5 to initially assess the 
viability of the strength tensor theory to predict crush strength. Shear strength in the RT plane is 
undocumented and is essential information to apply the full three dimensional form of the theory. 
Uniaxial strengths and resulting tensor polynomial values used are shown in Table 1 1. 
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Table 11. Redwood Strends and Streneth Polvnomial Tensor 
I I I 1 ~~ ~ 

Strength Source Strength Parameter 
Polynomial Strength Parameter 

psi Parameter 

Tensile Str. Parallel to Grain, 10,622 USDA Wood F1, (psi)-' -8.767~10-~ 

Compressive Str. Parallel to 5,500 UW Redwood F11, (Psi>-2 1.7 12x1 O-* 

Tensile Str. Perp. to Grain, Y, 240 USDA Wood F2, (Psi)-' 3.1 67x 1 0" 

Compressive Str. Perp. to 1,000 UW Redwood F22, (Psi>-2 4.167~1 0-6 

Shear Str. Parallel to Grain LT 1,250 UW Redwood F12=L~, (psi)-2 1.059~10-~ 

Shear Str. Parallel to Grain LR 700 UW Redwood F ~ z = ~ R ,  (psi)-2 -5.945~10-~ 

X, psi Handbook3 

Grain, X', psi Data Subset 

psi Handbook3 

Grain, Y', psi Data Subset 

Plane, SLT, psi Data Subset 

Plane, SLR, psi Data Subset 

F~+LT, (psi)-* 6.400~1 0'7 

Table 12 shows the computed value for the three subsets of ambient crush data considered in the 
previous section. Two-dimensional failure index values are shown for F12 as required by 
Hankinson's formula and F12 equal to 0.0. If the strength polynomial failure theory offered a 
perfect prediction of crush failure for each specimen, the failure value in Table 12 would be 1 .O. 
When the grain angle falls in the LR plane, F12 as required by Hankinson's formula causes the 
strength tensor theory to be a poor predictor of crush failure. When F12 is set equal to 0.0 failure 
predictions improve dramatically. When the grain angle falls in the LT plane, the strength 
polynomial theory under-predicts the failure index at low angles and shear stresses and over- 
predicts the failure index at high angles and shear stresses. This dichotomy emphasizes the 
important role played by shear stress in crush failure and the differences caused by similar grain 
angles in different planes. The strength polynomial failure theory is complex and requires 
strength data for each mode of possible failure. As indicated in the comparison here, it is 
sensitive to the interaction term, F12. It is for these reasons it has never been successfully 
applied to wood. Further investigation of various F12 terms is needed before firm conclusions can 
be formed concerning the strength polynomial theory. 
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Spe Target Specific 2-D Strength Tensor 2-D Strength Tensor Failure 
cimen Grain Gravity Failure Index Index, F12 = 0.0 

Angle F12 (after Lid4) 
c311 5 R  0.3 8 -0.90 0.77 
C815 5 R  0.40 -0.14 1.02 

I 

1 

Another interaction failure formula frequently used with wood is that presented by Norris16 and 
modified by others. This equation takes the form shown in Eq. 6.  

C843 5 R  0.41 -1.32 0.63 
C316 . 10 R 0.38 -0.07 1.27 

2 2 

+-+- 2 
0 1  0 1 c F 2  0 z 2  0 1 2  

Sr2 s 1 s 2  s 2 2  S I 2  
I = - - I  

where, 
1 and 2 refer to any two axes in the three-dimensional material coordinate system, 
q and qj = normal and shear stresses in the direction of the ith axis, 
Si and Si, = normal and shear strengths in the direction of the ith axis, and 
I = an interaction constant taken as 1 .O in the original work by Norris. 
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The value of I originally presented by Nods  was 0.0 and later was established as 1 .O. Others 
have provided formulas for Ithat depend on material moduli or strength but the value is limited 
between 0 and 1. Physically, the I term suggests that biaxial compressive normal stresses will 
create an internal fiction that will strengthen the material. This equation was evaluated for the 
ambient and cold data subsets shown in Figs. 1 1 and 13 using the corresponding limiting 
strengths indicated by that data. Table 13 shows the average Norris failure index value fiom Eq. 
6 where a value of 1 .OO indicates crush strength has been reached. The standard Norris equation 
where I equals 1 .O consistently underestimates the crush strength at both ambient and cold 
conditions. From our examination of the data it is clear that the Norris equation underestimates 
the strengthening effect of perpendicular-to-grain compressive stresses on the shear stress that 
can be sustained. As indicated in Table 13, this deficiency in the Norris Equation can be 
corrected by increasing the I value. Different values of I are needed to yield a successful Norris 
equation for the LT and LR planes, and for cold temperature conditions. 

Table 13. Average Norris Failure Index Values for Ambient and Cold Data Subsets Stress States 
of Fig. 1 1 and 13. 

I Value I 1.0 I 1.0 I 1.40 I 2.75 II 
Stress Plane LT LR LT LR 

Failure Index - Ambient Data 
Subset - 22 points, Avg. MC= 1.14 1.40 0.99 1 .oo 

I Value 1 .o 1 .o 2.0 2.1 

13%, Avg. SG=0.41 

Stress Plane I LT I LR I LT I LR 11 
Failure Index - Cold Data Subset - 

SG=0.33 
14 points, Avg. MC=14%, Avg. 1.24 .25 0.99 1.01 

The Norris equation holds potential as an improved predictor of wood crush. Before adoption, 
however, it should be evaluated for a more comprehensive set of critical stress combinations and 
a rational justification for the I values should be established. Unpublished biaxial tension data for 
Douglas-fir collected by the senior author suggests that the Norris equation is not applicable to 
tension-dominated stress states. Furthermore, it is clear that crush strength behavior depends on 
the material plane of stress occurrence and on temperature. The evidence indicates that failure 
theory for wood depends on many factors and cannot be described by one simple theory and one 
set of parameters. 

Why hasn't a successful crush failure theory been identified for wood? The data here combined 
with the work of others provides a clear answer. Redwood crush strength depends on grain 
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angle, specific gravity, moisture content, and temperature. As these parameters are changed, the 
controlling failure mechanism will change. Figures 7,8,11 and 13 show that different failure 
mechanisms control crush failure for angles on radial face versus the tangential face. Kretschmann 
and Green have shown that strengths change in Southern Pine for different moisture contentsI2. 
This effect is believed to be largely species independent. No single study has examined the 
interactions of all of these variables. One simple theory that explains failure for one limited set of 
conditions likely will not be accurate for another set of conditions resulting in apparent 
variability. A more comprehensive theory is needed for more sophisticated designs using wood. 
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7 Boundary Effects at Wood-Metal Interfaces 

7.1 Test Devfce.Friction 
The failure analysis presented in Section 6.3 suggests that lateral confining stresses impose 
internal friction forces that increase the apparent shear strength of redwood material. Friction 
forces and other effects also occurred at the boundary of the redwood test specimen and steel test 
device. This situation has been acknowledged in previous sections by referring to nominal crush 
values. In addition to friction, material asperities on surfaces where wood sample meets steel test 
device are known to have influenced the test values. Analysis of boundary condition effects 
must be completed before the data collected in this test program can be fully utilized. In this 
study we attempted to minimize fictional forces along the confining side plates of the test device 
by applying a thin layer of paraffin to the steel side surfaces. Undoubtedly, frictional forces still 
occurred as some function of the lateral confining forces. The Wood Handbook4 suggests that the 
coefficient of friction between wood and steel varies between 0.3 and 0.7 depending primarily on 
moisture content. Because this general range is so large, we conducted a small number of tests to 
provide a more precise estimate of the friction conditions in this test program. 

Nine tests were conducted at ambient conditions. Lateral load was varied from 10 to 20 psi along 
the Longitudinal axis of wood specimen C221. Two tests were conducted with a thin coating of 
paraffin applied to the lateral restraint plates and seven tests were conducted with no paraffin. 
Six friction tests were conducted at -20" F with lateral normal pressures varying from 10 to 100 
psi. Four of these tests were conducted on specimen C221 and two tests were conducted on 
specimen C849. 

From these tests we have estimated that the applied force necessary to cause specimedtest 
device interface slippage under lateral compression is a constant applied force of 0.6 times the 
lateral confining force when there is no lubricant used. When paraffin is used to coat the interface 
surfaces (as in all of the crush tests in this study), we found the coefficient of fiction dropped to 
0.3. This value is thus used to estimate frictional boundary effects. This means that the crush 
strength from confined tests reported by other investigators as well as those nominal values 
reported in this report over-estimate the true crush strength of the material. Because the fiction 
tests conducted were few in number and did not cover the full range of lateral confining forces, 
this section presents only an estimate of the fictional effects. 

What is the effect of this estimated friction on the analysis previously presented? Table 14 
shows the ratios between the reported nominal crush strengths and the estimated friction-fiee 
crush strengths. As specimens with increasing grain angles were crushed, higher lateral confining 
forces per pound of applied vertical force were observed. As a result, the ratios in Table 14 
increase with increasing grain angle. Figure 14 shows the crushed data from Fig. 8 adjusted for 
the effect of friction. By comparing Figs.7 and 8 with Fig. 14, it can be seen that the ability of 
Hankinson's formula to predict crush for non-zero grain angles improves when estimated 
frictional effects are removed from the data. Data points at 30 degrees, however, are still under 
predicted. 
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Table 14. Ratios of Nominal Average Crush Strength to Estimated Friction-Free Average Crush 
Strength 

Target Grain Angle Group Nominal Avg. Crush Strength 
Over Friction-Free Avg. Crush 

Strength - Ambient Data 

Nominal Avg. Crush Strength 
Over Friction-Free Avg. 

Crush Strength - Cold Data 

0 degrees 1.08 1.12 

5 degrees - R face 1.02 1.14 

5 degrees - T face 1.08 1.14 

10 degrees - R face 1.08 1.15 

10 degrees - T face 1.09 1.16 

30 degrees - R face 1.33 1.50 

30 degrees - T face 1.10 1.32 

90 degrees 1.38 1.39 

Ambient stress states similar to those presented in Fig. 11 but with estimated friction effects 
removed are shown in Fig. 15. The general form of critical stress states remain largely unchanged 
and the stress values show only a small decrease. Fig. 16 shows cold data stress states, and 
again, the effect of estimated friction is a small decrease in critical stresses. 
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Figure 14. Average Crush Strengths for the Ambient and Cold Conditionsfor Friction and 
Shown with Hankinson’s Formula 

bxr 

Figure 15. Critical Combinations of Longitudinal and Shear Stresses for Cold data Subset after 
Adjustment of the Applied Stress for the Estimated Friction. Compare to Figure 11 
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Figure 16. Critical Combinations of Longitudinal and Shear Stresses for Cold data Subset after 
Adjustment of the Applied Stress for the Estimated Friction. Compare to Figure 13 

Lateral forces resulting in friction tend to increase with volumetric crush and larger grain angles 
produce larger lateral forces. For example, Figure 17 shows the stress-volumetric crush plot for 
specimen C533 possessing a 30 degree grain angle on the radial face. As indicated in Fig. 17, the 
amount of lateral force at crush is relatively small but increases significantly during the crush 
plateau. The amount of lateral force on each lateral axis is not equal because the grain angle 
renders the material axes unsymmetrical with respect to the device axes. As a result, friction 
forces are relatively small at crush strength for most grain angle and temperature conditions. True 
crush strengths are only slightly less than predicted when friction is ignored and the general 
trends are still valid. Friction forces continue to increase through the crush plateau, however, and 
cannot be readily ignored over the full crush zone. 
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Figure 17. Stress-Volumetric Crush curves for Specimens C533 Showing Increasing Lateral 
Stresses and Increasing Frictional Effects 

7.2 The Effect of Material Asperities and Frictional Restraint on Apparent Modulus of 
Elasticity 

It has long been recognized that measurement of stress and strain to determine the modulus of 
elasticity of any material must occur in a central region of the specimen removed from the effects 
of boundary conditions. These boundary conditions consist of friction at the interfaces of the 
wood and steel as described in the previous section and the non-uniform distribution of surface 
stresses resulting from material asperities as described by Wolcott et aL5 In the confined triaxial 
tests conducted in this research it was not possible to attach devices to the central portions of the 
specimen surfaces to measure strain. Instead, it was necessary to compute nominal strains from 
displacement measurements of steel platens on opposing sides of the specimen. These 
measurements included the boundary condition effects that are typically avoided. 

To provide an estimate of the boundary condition effects, uniaxial tests at ambient temperatures 
were conducted on a small sample of redwood cubes. Tests were conducted in the longitudinal, 
radial, and tangential directions measuring displacement of the two ends of the 4 inch cube 
specimen and measuring displacements from a one-inch gage centrally located on an unloaded 
face. The modulus of elasticity was computed from the strains derived from the one-inch gage 
measurements and from displacements obtained from surface to surface of the specimen. The 
results of this analysis are shown in Table 15. Also shown in Table 15 are published values from 
Bodig and 
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Table 15. Published and Measured Modulus of Elasticity Values 
Published Avg. E- 

Redwood Direction Modulus of Avg. E- surface to 
Elasticty16, psi gage, psi surface, psi 

Longitudinal 1,523,000 1,237,000 615,000 

Radial 13 1,900 82,200 43,600 

Tangential 135,900 33,800 32,100 

Ratio E-gage/E-surface to 
surface 

2.1 

1.9 

1 .o 

The gage values in Table 15 are within range of the published values for all directions except the 
tangential direction and are considered to be representative of the true modulus of elasticity. 
There are several possible reasons why the measured tangential direction moduli were unusually 
low, but the E-gage values are believed to be representative of tangential modulus of elasticity of 
the redwood material used in this study. The comparison between the realistic moduli 
established from gage measurements and the moduli computed from the surface to surface 
measurements shows a factor of difference of approximately 2 in the radial and longitudinal 
directions. This factor provides an indication of the important effect of material disparities in 
initial displacements occurring where wood meets steel. 



8 Applied Stress-Volumetric Crush-Grain Angle Surfaces 

Applied stress-volumetric crush-grain angle surfaces provide a means to quickly assess the 
energy absorbing characteristics of redwood. As with crush strength, the applied stress- 
volumetric crush curves are influenced by moisture content, specific gravity, temperature, and 
grain angle. 

Figure 17 shows that lateral forces causing friction increase through the crush plateau and 
approaching material lockup. In the analysis presented here, the applied stress is adjusted for 
friction using the 0.3 coefficient of friction. 

In the absence of a complete and workable crush theory that can explain the different 
complexities of redwood crush, a simple model is proposed consisting of three distinct phases: 

1. linear, elastic response to initial crush, 
2. plastic crush plateau, and 
3. densification phase as the material reaches lockup. 

When the wood fibers are subject to forces aligned with the longitudinal axis of the fiber (0" grain 
angle) , the data indicates that the transition between the different phases will tend to be abrupt. 
As the grain angle increases, the transition between phases will be more gradual, especially the 
transition to densification (compare Fig. 18 and 19). The empirical model accommodates these 
differences. 

The three phases of crush response are modeled using two equations. The first equation (Eq.7) 
represents the linear response up to initial crush. 

where, 0 = applied stress corrected for friction (psi), 
K = slope of initial stress-volumetric crush response (psi), 
volcrush = volumetric engineering strain. 

The second equation (Eq. 8) models the crush plateau and densification phases. 

0 = (M)(volcrush) + IS + K(vo1crush)' 

where M = slope of crush plateau, 
volcrush = volumetric engineering strain, 
IS = stress at intercept of Eqs. 7 and 8, 
P = densification power value. 

Material densification occurs as the air-space voids are removed from the crushed material. This 
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dramatic increase in material stiffhess is sometimes called material lockup. Wood cell wall 
material consists of cellulose and lignin, and because cellulose and lignin have similar densities, 
solid wood material (no voids), irregardless of species, has a common specific gravity of 
approximately 1 .S4,'*. As an alternative to the empiricism of Eq. 8, the volumetric crush strain 
for theoretically complete wood densification can be easily computed using the specific gravity 
of the wood under consideration and computing the strain needed for complete densification. For 
the average specific gravity of 0.37, complete densification would occur at a volumetric crush 
strain of 75%. The collected triaxial data showed a strong relationship between specimen specific 
gravity and the crush strain associated with the onset of material densifi~ation'~. For low grain 
angle loading conditions, densification began abruptly at 60% volumetric crush strain. For high 
grain angle loading conditions, material densification began gradually at 40% volumetric crush 
strain but continued to increase. High grain angle situations approach the same slope of 
densification as low grain angle situations, but at slightly higher levels of volumetric crush. It is 
likely that all grain angle situations converge toward the volumetric crush associated with 
complete densification. For practical purposes, one may use 80% of the volumetric crush strain 
at theoretically complete densification for describing material lockup. As expected, the trends 
associated with material densification are independent of the temperatures considered because 
these temperatures and moisture contents did not impact the void ratio of the material. 

The initial slope, K, of Eqs. 7 and 8 is normally expected to be the modulus of elasticity in a 
uniaxial test. These tests are not uniaxial and are influenced by boundary conditions, but K is 
likely some function of the elastic material constants. It was found that K possessed the 
strongest correlation with the fiiction-free average crush strength. Recall that crush strength and 
the crush strength relationships presented in Sections 5 and 6 consisted of the average nominal 
stress fiom 10 to 40 percent volumetric crush. These values can be corrected for the estimated 
friction using Table 14. Once friction-fiee crush strength values are established they can be used 
as the basis for computing crush curves. For ambient conditions, K can be predicted fiom the 
regression equation shown in Eq. 9 and similarly fiom Eq. 10 for cold conditions. 

where, Kmb= initial slope for ambient crush curves, 
Kcold= initial slope for cold crush curves, 
&mSh= crush strength, avg. stress (10 to 40 percent vol. crush) adjusted for friction. 

Values for parameters M and P in Eq. 8 were established as average values for each target grain 
angle group. These values are shown in Table 16. 
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rable 16. Crush Curve Values for Parameters M and P in Eq. 8. 
1 li 

Ambient Conditions Cold Conditions II 

For illustration, Figure 18 and 19 show the fit of the two-equation model for the specific cases of 
test C138 and test C645. Considering its simplicity, the model is a good predictor of crush 
performance and can be used to simulate the data collected in this study. 

A crush curve can be predicted using the following procedure: 
1. Establish the average crush strength for the desired SG, MC, RINGS, PHI and temperature 

using the relationships presented in Section 5. 
2. Adjust the average crush strength for the effects of friction using Table 12. 
3. Compute the corresponding initial slope, K using Eq. 9 or 10 using the avg. crush stress fiom 

step 2.. 
4. Solve for the intercept stress, IS, in Eq. 8 by setting o=avg. crush stress from step 2. 
5. Plot each Eq. 7 and 8 with Eq. 7 valid from CJ = 0 to IS and Eq. 8 for o2IS. 

Following this procedure, surfaces can be created showing the how the crush curve changes with 
grain angle. Figure 20 shows the crush surface for ambient conditions and when the grain angle, 
Phi, occurs on the radial face of the specimen and Fig. 21 corresponds to specimens with the 
grain angle on the tangential face. 
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I 

Figure 20. Crush Surface for Redwood at Ambient Temperature, SeO.36, MC=14%,%, 
Rings=12.6/in.. and Grain Angle on the R Face. 

Figure 21. Crush Surface for Redwood at -20*F, SG=0.36,, MC=14%, Rings=l2.6/in. and 
Grain Angle on the T Face. 

9 Toward a General Stress-Strain Model for Redwood 

Structural design has traditionally relied upon knowledge or computations of engineering stress 
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and strain. Impact limiter design or any application involving wood crush also needs to be based 
on material stresses and strains to allow general application of the design-procedure. Full 
development of such a theory was beyond the scope of this research. Never-the-less, several 
noteworthy preliminary findings have been achieved from the analysis of the data collected. 

The development of a general stress-strain model must address the three ranges of behavior 
previously identified: 

1. linear, elastic response to initial crush, 
2. plastic crush plateau, and 
3. densification phase as the material reaches lockup. 

Wood has long been modeled as a rectilinear, orthotropic, elastic material. Acceptance of this 
assumption has allowed the use of Hooke's Law to model stress-strain response: 
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-1 -= normal strain in the ith direction, 
xj= shear strains in the ij plane, 
vij= Poisson's ratio in the ij plane, 
Ei= modulus of elasticity in the ith direction, 
Ga= shear modulus in the ij plane, 
R = radial material axis, 
T = tangential material axis, 
L = longitudinal material axis. 
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Elastic properties as needed in Hooke's Law have been gathered over the past 75 years for many 
commercial species to provide an engineering database for wood design. For redwood the most 
complete set of elastic properties is presented in Table 17. These properties were gathered in a 
study by Bodig and Goodman fiom a single redwood l0gI7. 

Density 
(g/cm3) 

Table 17. Elastic properties 
Elastic Elastic Elastic 

Modulus, Modulus, Modulus, 
EL, psi ER7 psi ET, psi 

Source 

0.388 

Moist. 
Content, 
YO 

1,523,000 131,900 135,900 

Simpson 
Timber Co., 

Korbel, Calif. 

Shear 
Modulus, 
GRT, psi 

Shear 
Modulus, 
GLR, psi 

Poisson's Poisson's Poisson's Poisson's 
Ratio, VLR Ratio, VLT Ratio, VRT Ratio, VTR 

10.9 

11,710 

Shear 
Modulus, 
GLT7 psi 

0.360 0.346 0.373 0.400 100,300 1 17,900 

I I I I 

I I I I 

Hooke's Law is limited to elastic response so it has little value for computations involving wood 
crush. Yet, because of its long history and associated elastic property database, it provides an 
accepted starting point in developing a more general stress-strain law. The concepts of elastic 
and shear moduli and Poissons ratio are fundamental to engineering materials and thus these 
concepts are retained in the framework for a new constitutive model. 

In preliminary developments toward a general stress-strain law, a general form similar to Hooke's 
Law was adopted as shown in Eq. 12 where A through L represent stiffness functions to describe 
the nonlinearity of properties through the crush range. By taking the inverse of the matrix in Eq. 
12 within the linear range of material response a form comparable to Hooke's Law in Eq. 11 is 
obtained. 
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and strains computed from the test data, Eq. 12 presents a 
series of 6 equations with 12 unknowns, resulting in an under-determined system of equations. 
The unknowns are the stiffness functions A through L. As the number of unknowns exceed the 
number of equations, a unique solution cannot be established. Assuming a symmetric matrix 
consistent with Hooke's Law such that B=D, C=G, and F =H in Eq. 12 and neglecting shear 
behavior, the system of equations is modified to 3 equations with 6 unknowns involving A, B, C, 
E, F, andl. The system of equations remains undetermined and an unique solution cannot be 
established from the test data. 

Singular value decomposition provides a minimum solution with an orthonormal basis range of 
the null space spanning all feasible solutions for an under-determined system of equations. This 
technique provides a means to evaluate possible valid solutions, even though a unique solution 
cannot be found. Hermanson presents the details of the application of this well-known 
mathematical technique to the redwood tests conducted in this study'3. A most likely solution 
derived from a subset of data tested under ambient temperatures is presented in Table 18. 

Table 18 reveals a close comparison between elastic properties established from triaxial tests and 
those from uniaxial tests. The one exception to this observation concerns the Poisson's ratio in 
the LR plane and material interactions in the longitudinal and radial planes warrant further 
examination. Three conclusions can be drawn fkom Table 18. First, Hooke's Law is a reasonable 
model for the small-strain elastic response of redwood. Secondly, nominal stresses provide a 
sufficient approximation to the true stress state in the triaxial tests to allow their use for data 
analysis. Finally, this reasonably close comparison of elastic properties from triaxial and uniaxial 
tests provides convincing evidence that proposed models for triaxial redwood stress-strain 
response can be evaluated using the singular value decomposition method developed by 
Hermanson. This method can be extended to examine possible triaxial models for stress-strain 
response in the crush plateau and densification ranged3. 

Table 18. Comparison of Elastic Properties Established from Triaxial and Uniaxial Test Data 
Value from Singular 

Value Decomposition 
Analysis of Triaxial 
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Elastic Property Test Data Values from Uniaxial Tests 

615,000 psi (from Table 15) 

43,600 psi (from Table 15) 

Modulus of Elasticity - 
Longitudinal Direction 

Modulus of Elasticity - 
Radial Direction 

732,200 psi 

40,800 psi 

Modulus of Elasticity - 
Tangential Direction 

34,800 psi 
~ ~~ 

32,100 psi (from Table 15) 

Poisson's ratio - RT 0.39 0.37 (published value from Table 17) 

Poisson's ratio - LR I 0.01 I 0.36 (published value from Table 17) I 
Poisson's ratio - LT 0.26 0.35 (published value from Table 17) I 
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10 Strain Rate Effects on Wood Properties - A Review of 
Existing Knowledge 

The developments presented in this report are based on quasi-static applications of load at a 
strain rate in the range of 0.35 percent to 6.6 percent per minute. These rates are substantially 
below those likely encountered in impact limiters and thus this section reviews existing 
knowledge on the effect of strain rate on wood properties. 

Most engineering applications of wood do not consider functional utilization of the material past 
the presumed linear, elastic range and as a result the literature addressing strain rate effects is 
extremely limited. Much of the literature examines load rate effects in the context of efficient 
proof loading for lumber quality contro120’2’z. These studies examined tension and bending and 
the load rates do not come close to those associated with impact limiters. The motivation for 
this research was to quantify the effect of more rapid loading rates to allow more efficient proof- 
loading operations in lumber mills. Other studies including that by Gerha rd~~~  have examined 
loading rates in the context of long duration loads and creep - the opposite of impact loading. 

The earliest comprehensive study of the properties of redwood was presented by Luxford and 
Markwardt’. Their study consisted of a specific-gravity survey and mechanical tests on both 
virgin and second growth small clear specimens of redwood. The source of material was fiom the 
commercial growing area of redwood beginning just north of San Francisco, Calif and extending 
north along the coast to the California state border. The most relevant conclusion from the 
specific-gravity survey was that virgin redwood possessed the highest specific gravity followed 
by second growth trees which were closely grown, followed by second growth tress which were 
openly grown. In all cases the specific gravity ranged fi-om .30 to .45 both within individual logs 
and between different logs, except for wood very near the bark layer. 

Luxford and Markwardt also compared the shock resistance in bending of different species of 
wood. The data was developed by dropping a 50 pound hammer on a small, clear beam. 
Although this does not directly relate to impact absorption, such a shock resistance may be 
indirectly related. The shock bending ranking is listed in Table 19 with redwood providing the 
basis value of 100 percent. Also provided in the last column are the relative compressive 
strengths parallel to grain. 

Only one reference was identified that specifically examined the effect of rapid loading on the 
compressive response of wood prior to the 1 9 7 0 ’ ~ ~ ~ .  Liska published a study in 1950 where old- 
growth (250 to 400 years old) Sitka spruce and Douglas-fir 1 by 1 by 4 inch specimens were 
subject to various rates of compression loading. His findings are summarized in Table 20. These 
effects were considered small in consideration of other variability’s related to wood properties. 
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Table 19. Relative Shock Resistance of Wood Species. Compiled from data of Luxford and 
/rarkwardtg 
Commercial Species Name No. of Trees Relative Bending Relative Compressive 

Tested Shock Resistance Strength Parallel to 
in Percent Grain in Percent 

Cedar, Port Oxford 14 175 84 

Pine, shortleaf 12 171 101 

Pine, longleaf 34 158 119 

Pine. loblollv 10 143 101 
~~ 

Douglas-fir, coast 34 125 104 

Cedar, eastern red 5 122 87 

Cypress, southern 26 117 89 

Spruce, Sitka 25 117 73 

Hemlock, western 18 112 82 

111 80 Fir, lowland white 10 

Fir, silver 6 108 74 

Fir. noble 9 105 74 

Cedar, northern white 
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Nominal Strain 
Rate, Strain per 

minute 

0.3% 

2.2% 

9.9% 

19.3% 

50.0% 

70.0% 

Relative Sitka Relative Douglas- Relative Sitka Relative 
Spruce Max. fir Max. Crush Spruce Mod. of Douglas-fir 

Crush Strength Strength Elasticity Mod. of 
Elasticity 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

107% 108% 103% 105% 

114% 113% 106% 107% 

117% 1 14% 107% 105% 

120% 119% 107% 107% 

120% 121% 106% 107% 

Liska concluded that as loading rate is increased by 100 percent, a 2.5 percent increase in 
maximum crushing strength will occur. Increases in modulus of elasticity were slight. The strain 
at ultimate load in compression parallel to grain is approximately constant for all loading rates in 
softwoods. 

Nominal Strain 
Rate, Strain per 

minute 

0.3% 

2.2% 

9.9% 

19.3% 

50.0% 

70.0% 

Hill and Joseph6 published results of a study examining the energy-absorbing characteristics of 
materials. The object was to provide an initial screening of energy-absorbing potential of 
materials including wood, various wood-fiber composites, several man-made foams and various 
fiber-additive concrete’s. Specimens 5 inches in diameter by 6 to 8 inches long were tested in 
compression in a partially-confining steel tube. Both static and dynamic tests were conducted 
with the dynamic tests consisting of gas-charged propulsion of the specimen assembly into a 
5000 lb. steel mass. Perhaps the most important parameter measured in these tests was specific 
energy. Specific energy (units of ft.-lb/lb) was computed for each specimen as the area under the 
force-deflection curve divided by the material weight. Three important conclusions were 
provided: 

Relative Sitka Relative Douglas- Relative Sitka Relative 
Spruce Max. fir Max. Crush Spruce Mod. of Douglas-fir 

Crush Strength Strength Elasticity Mod. of 
Elasticity 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

107% 108% 103% 105% 

114% 113% 106% 107% 

117% 1 14% 107% 105% 

120% 119% 107% 107% 

120% 121% 106% 107% 

1. The specific energy of the confined materials tested were generally unaffected by strain rate 
(up to 300 ft./sec.). 

2. The specific energy determined statistically by compression to large strains (greater than 
50%) may be used as a design parameter for configuring impact limiters. 

3. Wood materials compressed along the grain are the most effective materials for absorbing 
kinetic energy. 

For the redwood loaded parallel to grain, the Hill-Joseph data shows dynamic specific energies to 
be 15 to 16 percent higher than the corresponding static value, although the statistical significance 
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of this increase is not clear. Perpendicular to grain the dynamic specific energies ranged from 2 to 
many multiples of the static values. 

Reid et al.25 conducted both static crush and dynamic penetration tests on yellow pine and 
American oak. American oak is not one of the major species of the red or white oak group26 and 
thus it is not clear exactly what type of oak was tested. The comparison of test types showed 
that in the dynamic test initial stresses jump to 3 or 4 times the static crush strength before 
stresses level off to values slightly higher than the static crush level. 

Two displacement rates were used in our testing of redwood cubical specimens. A rate of 0.014 
inches per minute was used for the first ten minutes of each test and then a second rate of 0.263 
inches per minute was used for the remainder of the test corresponding to strain rates of 0.35 
percent and 6.6 percent strain per minute. The switch over from one rate to the other occurred in 
within one or two seconds and during this time the load head of the testing machine accelerated to 
the new speed. Close examination of Figs. 17,18, and 19 reveal a jump in the applied stress- 
volumetric crush curves at approximately 3 percent volumetric crush. This acceleration of the 
load head of the test machine resulted in a short-term 10 percent increase in the crush strength. It 
appeared that the stress-volumetric crush path was disturbed only within a short amount of time 
associated with the acceleration. We propose that changes in acceleration and deceleration may 
have a greater influence on crush behavior than changes in constant rates of loading. The 
observations of Reid et al. related to sharp increases in initial stresses may support this proposal. 
No literature directly addressing the compressive behavior of wood subject to varying degrees of 
accelerated or decelerated loadings were found. 
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11 Summary of Accomplishments and Conclusions 

This study has consisted of a test program, data analysis, and preliminary model development to 
establish a plasticity theory for wood and to assess the ability of failure models to predict wood 
crush strength. This data provides the most complete set of large-strain data for redwood known 
to be in existence. As part of the study the following major accomplishments were realized: 

1)  A triaxial load-deformation device based on passive restraint was designed and used to gather 
the first triaxial load-deformation data for wood. 

2) Over 100 confined crush tests of redwood were conducted with grain angles ranging from 0 to 
90 degrees. Three temperatures conditions were investigated: -20" F (Cold), Ambient 
(approx. 70" F), and +150" F (Hot). 

3) A preliminary method for analyzing nominal stress-strain data from the triaxial tests was 
developed to allow evaluation of different stress-strain models. 

4) The state-of-the-art in wood constitutive modeling, wood crush behavior, and strain rate 
effects were established from the literature and compared with the data collected. 

5) An empirical method is presented to compute the stress volumetric crush-strain curve for 
different grain angles and temperature conditions. 

Analysis of the data gathered in this test program has led to eight major conclusions as follows: 

1) Specific gravity, ring count, moisture content, grain angle and temperature are all important 
parameters that control the crush behavior of wood. Specific gravity and ring count are 
related but some reduction in variability is achieved by using both parameters in crush 
strength predictions. 

2) Nominal cold crush strength was on average of 46 percent greater over the range of grain 
angles than ambient crush strength for similar specific gravity and moisture contents. 

3) Nominal hot crush strength was on average 17 percent greater than nominal ambient crush at 
the same specific gravity. This difference was attributed primarily a difference in average 
moisture content (5% for hot conditions and 14% for ambient conditions). The effect of 
decrease in moisture content more than offset the effect of an increase in temperature. 

4) When the grain angle occurs on the tangential face crush behavior is significantly different 
than when the grain angle occurs on the radial face. This is likely the result of differences in 
shear strength and shear moduli between the two planes. 
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5) Hankinson's formula is an interpolation scheme rather than a realistic failure formula and 
provides only marginal predictions of crush strength at angles to the grain. 

6) It is more rational to base predictions of crush strength on triaxial material stresses in 
redwood rather than applied stresses at angles to grain. The Norris equation holds potential 
as a crush strength predictor. Interactions between stresses causing crush failure change with 
temperature and plane of the grain angle. The Norris equation can be adjusted with an 
interaction constant that is 40 to 175 percent greater than that suggested in the literature to 
accommodate these differences. Because the normal stress interactions are much larger than 
suggested by existing theory, a greater understanding of the justification of the interaction is 
needed. The strength tensor polynomial theory (Tsia-Wu) did not adequately predict failure 
for 30" grain angle specimens, but more study and material property data are needed to form 
conclusions concerning the potential of this theory. 

7) Friction forces in these confined tests increased nominal crush strengths by 2 to 38 percent 
for ambient conditions and 12 to 50 percent for cold conditions. This emphasizes the 
importance of accounting for boundary conditions including friction and material asperities 
when interpreting data from confined crush tests 

8) Large increases in strain-rate (0.3 to 70 percent straidminute) cause at most a 20 percent 
increase in crush strength parallel to grain. Strain-rate effects may be greater for 
perpendicular to grain situations. The test data gathered as part of this research suggests that 
changes in acceleratioddeceleration may have a larger influence on redwood crush properties 
than changes in constant strain rate. 
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Test No. Specimen Face Target Grain Date Tested Moisture ___ Specific Grain Nominal Rings per 
ID Orientation Angle, . Content Gravis __ Inch Anyle Crush Stress. 

degrees Measured psi 
AMBIENT CONDITION TESTS 

1 C642 0 0 18-Apr-92 13 60% 0 29 2 80 0 10 3660 
2 C643 0 0 25-Apr-92 12 70% 0 29 2 80 140 383 1 
3 C644 0 0 20-May-92 12 60% 0 30 2 80 120 3639 
4 C346 0 0 03-lun-92 13 60% 0 40 20 80 1.10 5385 
5 C611 0 0 04-lun-92 13 80% 0 30 2 30 130 3430 
6 c535 R 5 24-Apr-92 12 90% 0 30 6s 5 90 4164 
7 C311 R 5 20-May-92 12 70% 0.38 18 50 4 80 4426 
8 C815 R 5 21 -Mav-92 13 00% 0 40 23 80 5 60 4670 
9 C813 R 5 22-May-92 13 50% 0 39 23 80 5 60 4580 
10 C843 R 5 04-Jim-92 14 196 0.41 21 00 5 80 4472 
1 1  C812 T 5 2 1 -Am-92 14 00% 0.38 23 80 3 60 4899 
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Test No. Specimen Face Target Grain Date Tested __ Moisture __ __ B c i f i c  Rings per Grain Nominal 
ID Orientation __ Angle, - ~- -~ __ Content Gravity Inch Angle Crush-SBess. 

degrees Measured psi 
HOT CONDITIONS TEST 

1 C614 0 19-Jul-92 5.40% 0.32 2.6 1.6 4074 
2 C143 0 2 1-Jul -92 4.00% 0.33 11.80 1.80 5605 
3 C531 A 0 23-JU 1 -92 2.30% 0.3 1 7.30 0.90 5428 
4 C846 0 03-AUE-92 3.30% 0.42 20.00 0.80 6749 
5 C749A 0 03-Aug-92 3.70% 0.42 16.80 1.80 6559 
6 C844 R 5 2 1 -Ju 1-92 4.30% 0.42 22.50 5.20 5817 
7 C735 R 5 2 1-Jul-92 3.70% 0.40 17.00 4.90 5850 
8 C546 R 5 28-Ju1-92 2.30% 0.32 8.50 5.40 5327 
9 C 147 R 5 3 1-lu 1-92 2.90% 0.34 12.50 4.00 4869 
10 C145 T 5 18-lul -92 5.10% 0.34 13.00 4.70 51 19 
11 C732 T 5 18-Jul-92 5.50% 0.39 18.00 4.60 5363 

33 C348 T 90 27-Jul-92 3.80% 0.44 18.30 88.20 1151 
_ _ ~ -  ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

__--- 



c 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
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C113 R 30 10.Dec-92 15.70% 0.34 12.00 30.20 4104 
C524 T 30 1 1 -Dec-92 12.80% 0.3 1 8.40 30.60 4223 
C523 T 30 11 -Dec-92 12.80% 0.3 1 7.50 31.30 4245 

c347 T 30 06-Dec-92 13.20% 0.40 19.50 253 5592 
c543 R 90 05-Dec-92 12.60% 0.30 7.50 89.20 1059 
C132 R 90 06-Dec-92 12.60% 0.35 11.00 88.70 1393 
C616 R 90 09-Dec-92 13.30% 0.29 2.50 88.10 1400 
c 112 T 90 11 -Dec-92 15.20% 0.34 11.30 87.10 1350 

13.00% 0.29 7.20 88.50 1104 C53 1 T 90 03-Dec-92 
C615 T 90 09-Dec-92 13.00% 0.30 2.30 89.00 1251 

C134 T 30 06-Dec-92 12.70% 0.35 11.00 29.20 4795 
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